PRISON PET PARTNERSHIP

Boarding and Grooming Facility

Take a Virtual Tour of our Kennels

Kennel tours are conducted on the third Wednesday of each month from 10:00 am to noon. If you cannot make a tour date, this will give you an idea of what boarding, grooming, and a day in the life is like for your pet while visiting us. Take a peek!
Boarding Facility

We have 28 Indoor kennel runs:
20 kennels are 4 feet by 15 feet for big dogs
8 kennels are 3 feet by 15 feet for our little ones

Cats can also be boarded.

Inmate employees are responsible for daily management of the facility, including feeding, exercising and cleaning.
Daily Boarding Schedule

The day starts around 8:30 am when the ladies come in from their living units.

The dogs are immediately taken potty before they enjoy breakfast.

Once back inside they receive their meals. We recommend you bring just the amount of food needed for their stay and we can refrigerate food if needed. This includes home cooked and raw!

After morning meal, dogs are taken out for their potty break.

We chart the input and output of the dogs in our care so in case of an emergency we are able to provide details for the vet.

After potty break, dogs are taken back inside to let them digest their meals and cleaning of the kennels begin.

*continued on next page*
Each run is cleaned daily and bedding is replaced as needed.

After cleaning is done, exercise begins.

Dogs are allowed to run off leash, play ball, frisbee, play in the kiddie pool for about 20 minutes. This is a time for them to stretch their legs, play and interact with the girls!

After the ladies return from lunch there is another potty break.

Rounds are also conducted daily to check dogs’ eyes, ears, mouth, coat, paws, etc.

Evening feeding and any medications occurs around 5:00 pm.

Dogs go for final walks between 5:00 and 6:00 pm.
What if there is an Emergency?

If your dog or cat requires a trip to the vet, we will use your regular vet whenever possible. An emergency vet will also be considered depending on the situation or time of day.

You will be contacted immediately and communication with you will be consistent, and updates will be provided.

For the most part, dogs stay in the kennel facility. The only time a dog may go home with an inmate is if we need to monitor the dog through the night or the dog is not doing well in the kennels. In those cases, they would go back to the living unit with an inmate to help get them through their stay.
Bathing and Grooming Facility

In addition to our boarding services, we also operate a grooming facility.

We currently employ 6 full-time groomers.

Our inmates are responsible for bathing boarding dogs before they leave and customer appointments for grooming only.

There are 3 bathing tubs available.

There are 3 large tables for drying, hand brushing, and blow drying.
Finishing Room

After bathing, the dogs are clipped and trimmed and their grooming is completed in the finishing room.

We groom cats too!